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Abstract We present an overview to Lipschitz-type properties of mappings as
sociated with solutions of optimization problems including variational 
inequalities and mathematical programs. We show that these properties 
are inherited in various ways by the mapping acting from parameters 
of the problem and the starting point to the set of sequences gener
ated by Newton's method. Some new insights into convergence of New
ton's/SQP method are also presented. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we study continuity properties of solutions to variational 

problems and associated properties of sequences generated by Newton's 
method. Our basic model is the following inclusion (generalized equa
tion) with a parameter v, 

v E f(x) + F(x), (1) 

where v E Rm, x ERn f is a C2 function from Rn to Rm and F is a 
set-valued map from Rn to the subsets of Rm with closed graph. For 
F(x) = {0} we obtain a system of equations, for F(x) = R+, the positive 
orthant in Rm, we have a system of inequalities. If F(x) = Nc(x), the 
normal cone mapping to a closed set C in Rn, for m = n, then we 
have a variational inequality; in particular, for C = R+ we obtain a 
complementarity problem. 
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The parameter v provides a shift perturbation to the inclusion (1). 
Most of the results presented in this paper can be extended to problems 
with a basic perturbation parameter, u, added to the function fand to 
the mapping F, thus regarding (1) as embedded in a larger family of 
inclusions, 

v E f(x, u) + F(x, u). 

The pair (v, u) now represents canonical perturbations. In general, shift 
stability of (1) with respect to v is different from fuH (canonical) stability 
with respect to (u, v); in some cases these concepts are equivalent under 
additional conditions for the dependence of fand F on the "generic" 
parameter u. In this paper we stay within the format of shift stability 
of the model (1). We study local Lipschitz-type properties of the map 
"parameter v t--+ set of solutions of (1)", denoted S; that is, 

v t--+ S(v) = {x E Rn I V E f(x) + F(x)}, (2) 

around a fixed reference point (v*, x*) in the graph of S. Of course, S is 
the inverse map (J + F) -1 . 

For illustration of our results we consider throughout the foUowing 
optimization problem: 

min [g(x) - (v, x)J subject to xE C, 
x 

(3) 

where 9 is a C3 function from Rn to R, C is a convex polyhedral set 
in Rn and v is a parameter which provides "tilting" perturbations to 
the cost, in the terminology of [17J. The first-order necessary optimality 
condition for (3) has the form 

v E \1g(x) + Nc(x) , (4) 

where \1g is the derivative of 9 and Nc(x) denotes the normal co ne to 
the set C at the point x. The variational inequality (4) fits into the 
general format of (1). 

By Newton's method applied to the basic model (1) we mean the 
procedure which generates a sequence {X1,X2,···} of points x n , with a 
given xo, according to the rule 

This procedure is the standard Newton for equations when F = {O}; it 
is usually called a generalized Newton method or a Newton-type method 
for solving systems of inequalities when F = R+ or variational inequal
ities when F is anormal cone mapping, respectively. One may expect 
that the "true" Newton method for the general model (1) should involve 
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some kind of linearization of the map F, and a number of authors have 
followed this line of research for various nonsmooth, semismooth, etc. 
equations, see, e.g., the recent survey in [26]. Here we keep the map F 
unchanged with the mental picture that F has a "simple" yet set-valued 
form, e.g. it is a polyhedral map or the normal map to a polyhedral 
cone, both having already a linear structure. Such a model leads us 
quite far, also for infinite-dimensional (Le., optimal control) problems 
where nonsmooth-analytic tools may become more technical than in
strumental. Most of the results in this paper hold in abstract spaces'l by 
changing only the terminology. 

Consider the optimization problem (3). Representing the convex poly
hedral set C as C = {x E Rn I Bx b} for some matrix B from Rn 
to R m and a vector b E R m, the normal cone to the set C at x has the 
form 

Nc(x) = {v E Rn I V = BTy for some Y E R+ and x.l v}. 

Then the Newton method (5) applied to the variational inequality (4) 
becomes 

-v + V'g(xn) + V'2 g(xn)(xn+1 - Xn) + B T Yn+l = 0, 

BXn+l b, Yn+1 0, (BXn+1 - b)T Yn+1 = 0. (6) 

This is the best-known form of the sequential quadratic programming 
(SQP) method for the problem (3); indeed, an iteration in (6) is obtained 
to solving a quadratic programming problem. 

For given x and v, let e = {Xl,X2,··· ,xn,···} be a Newton sequence, 
that is, a sequence starting from x and satisfying (5). Denote by N(x, v) 
the set of all Newton sequences, starting from the point x for v. Let 
C = {x*, x* , ... , x* , ... }, that is, C is the constant sequence with all 
elements x*. Note that C E N(x*, v*). We equip the set of Newton 
sequences with a distance induced by the Zoo norm: 

In this paper we study continuity properties of the map (x, v) f-t N (x, v) 
in relation to corresponding properties of the map S defined in (2). We 
consider three continuity properties which play central roles in quantita
tive stability analysis of variational problems: the local upper-Lipschitz 
property, the Aubin continuity, and the Lipschitzian localization prop
erty. We also provide some new insights into convergence properties of 
Newton's method. 

In this paper we apply the basic principle of smooth nonlinear analysis, 
stated by A. Ioffe [10] in the following way: a property of the derivative 
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of a nonlinear map at a given point should hold, in a sufficiently small 
neighborhood, for the map itself. In the context of the inclusion (1) and 
the corresponding solution map S = (f + F)-l, this principle means 
that adding terms of order o(x) to (1) doesn't change certain properties 
of the map S. Since replacing f by its linearization at x* corresponds 
to adding o( x - x*), we call this specific form of the basic principle 
invariance under Zinearization. 

The basic principle of smooth nonlinear analysis is present already in 
the classical implicit function theorem and is even more explicit in the 
Lyusternik and Graves theorems. In his seminal paper [21], Robinson 
extended this principle to variational inequalities and optimization prob
lems. The main idea in the present paper is to apply the basic principle 
to Lipschitz-type properties of Newton's map N defined above. 

In Section 2 we study the local upper-Lipschitz continuity, a relatively 
recently introduced concept which turns out to be quite natural in non
linear optimization. We present characterizations of the upper-Lipschitz 
continuity for the map Sand for the Argmin map of the problem (3). In 
particular, we show that the local upper-Lipschitz continuity is invariant 
under linearization. We prove that the Argmin map of the problem (3) 
possesses this property if and only if the standard second-order sufficient 
optimality condition holds. 

In Section 3 we first show that the local upper-Lipschitz continuity of 
the map Simplies that every Newton sequence within a sufficiently small 
ball around the solution is quadratically convergent. Then we study the 
local upper-Lipschitz continuity of the Newton map N. We prove that if 
the map S is locally upper-Lipschitz, then the map N is locally upper
Lipschitz as weIl (in the Zoo norm). We also show that the converse 
implication holds if, in addition, N is locally nonempty-valued. For the 
optimization problem (3) this result evolves into the equivalence between 
the second-order sufficient optimality condition and the property that 
the Newton (SQP) map is locally upper-Lipschitz and nonempty-valued. 

At the end of Section 3 we briefly show that analogous results can be 
obtained for the proximal point method. 

In Section 4 we discuss the Aubin continuity by following the pattern 
of the previous sections. We give aversion of the Lyusternik-Graves 
theorem (Lemma 4.1) and use it to show that the Aubin continuity of 
the map Simplies existence of locally quadratically convergent New
ton sequences around the reference point. Further, the Newton map 
N is Aubin continuous if the map S is Aubin continuous. As a partial 
converse, the Aubin continuity of the submap of N associated with all 
convergent Newton sequences implies the Aubin continuity of the map 
S. 
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Section 5 is devoted to the Lipschitzian localization, a continuity prop
erty which appears in implicit function theorems and is best studied in 
optimization. We show that the Lipschitzian localization of the map 
Simplies the existence of a unique Newton sequence around the refer
ence point. Also, the Newton map N has a Lipschitzian localization if 
and only if the map S possesses this property. For the problem (3) the 
Lipschitzian localization of the Argmin map is equivalent to the strong 
second-order sufficient optimality condition. 

There is a vast literat ure on the continuity concepts discussed in the 
present paper and their applications to various variational problems. 
For re cent discussions and references see the bibliographical comments 
in [10, 12, 25J. 

As a further application of the approach presented in this paper, we 
target error analysis of discrete approximations to infinite-dimensional 
variational problems for which the parameter v represents the discretiza
tion remainder while v = v* is identified with the original (continuous) 
problem. We shall not discuss here discrete approximations; for first 
results in this direction, see the forthcoming paper [6J. 

Throughout we denote by 11·11 any norm in Rn, by Br(x) the closed 
ball with center x and radius r, and by B the ball B1(0). In writing "f 
maps X into Y" we mean that the domain of f is a (possibly proper) 
subset of X; thus, a set-valued map F from X to the subsets of Y may 
have empty values for so me points of X. Given a map F from X to the 
subsets of Y, we define graphF = {(x,y) E X x Y I y E F(x)} and 
F- 1(y) = {x E X I y E F(x)}. We denote by dist (x, A) the distance 
from a point x to a set A and by T a transposition of a matrix or a 
vector. Throughout L is a Lipschitz constant of 'V f(·) in a (sufficiently 
large) ball centered at x*. 

2. LOCAL UPPER-LIPSCHITZ CONTINUITY 
The local upper-Lipschitz continuity is a localized version, for the 

graph of a map, of the upper-Lipschitz continuity introduced by Robin
son [20J. 

Definition 2.1 A map r : Rn -+ R m is localty upper-Lipschitz contin
uous at (y*, x*) E graph r with constants a and b for neighborhoods and 
c for growth if 

r(y) n Ba(x*) C {x*} + cilY - y*IIB for alt y E Bb(Y*). 

The following properties can be deduced directly from the definition: 
A locally upper-Lipschitz map r at (x*, y*) has necessarily x* as a locally 
unique (isolated) point of r(y*). If a map is locally upper-Lipschitz with 
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constants a, band c, then for every 0 a' a, 0 b' b, and c' c, 
it is locally upper-Lipschitz with constants a', b' and c'. If a map f is 
locally upper-Lipschitz at (y*, x*) and is a loeal seleetion of f around 
(x*, y*), that is, for some neighborhoods U of x* and V of y* we have 

n U c f(y) nu for y E V, then is locally upper-Lipschitz at 
(y*, x*). 

Robinson [22] proved that in finite dimensions every map whose graph 
is a polyhedral (possibly noneonvex) set is upper-Lipschitz at every point 
of its domain. As a consequence, every map f : Rn -+ R m, for which x* 
is an isolated point of f(y*) and graph f is a polyhedral set, is loeally 
upper-Lipsehitz at (y*, x*). Sueh maps are for instance the solution 
maps of the linear variational inequalities over convex polyhedral sets 
when the reference solution is isolated. We note that Robinson used in 
[20] a different definition of the loeal upper-Lipschitz eontinuity where 
the localization is in the domain of the map. 

Rockafellar [23], see also [11, 15], gave a characterization of the upper
Lipschitz property by employing the so-ealled proto-derivatives (contin
gent derivatives). We showed in [4] that the local upper-Lipsehitz con
tinuity is invariant under linearization in a very abstract setting (see 
Lemma 2.1 and Corollary 2.1 below). The upper-Lipschitz property was 
studied in [8] for a general nonlinear programming problem with canon
ical parameters in both the functional and the constraints. In [8], Theo
rem 2.6, it was proved that the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker map has this prop
erty with the referenee point being a loeal optimal solution exactly when 
the combination of the striet Mangasarian-Fromowitz condition and the 
standard second-order sufficient optimality condition holds. Further ex
tensions and generalizations of this result for nonsmooth mathematical 
programs, as weIl as extended surveys on the subjeet, are given in the 
recent papers [9, 12, 16]. 

In a related vain, Zolezzi introdueed and studied in [27] a eondition 
number for the solutions to abstract optimization problems of the form 
minf(x,y), x E X, where y is a parameter. This conditional number is 
precisely the growth constants c in the definition of the upper-Lipschitz 
property, where f(y) is the set of optimal solutions for y. 

Note that the local upper-Lipschitz property does not guarantee non
emptiness of the values of f near the referenee point y* (as an example, 
take f(y*) = x* and f(y) = 0 for y i= y*). Such a requirement leads to 
a different eoncept, namely: 

Definition 2.2 A map f : Rn -+ R m is locally nonempty-valued at 
(y* , x*) E graph f if there exist positive numbers a and b such that 

f(y) n Ba(x*) i= 0 for all y E Bb(y*). 
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A map r is locally nonempty-valued at (y*, x*) if and only if the 
map r-1 is open at (x*, y*). If r(y) is the set of solutions of a system 
of inequalities with data y (matrices, vectors), then the radius of the 
neighborhood b is a kind of bound on perturbations of the data from y* 
such that the system still has a solution x within distance a from the 
reference solution x* for y*. With a = 00 and after normalization, the 
supremum of such b is exactly the relative condition number introduced 
by Renegar [19]. 

The following lemma shows the invariance under linearization of the 
upper-Lipschitz continuity in a transparent form which is particularly 
suitable for applications: 

Lemma 2.1 Let G be a map from Rn to the subsets of R m and let 
G- 1 be localty upper-Lipschitz at (v*, x*) with constants a and b for 
neighborhoods and C for grGwth. Let the nonnegative constants G, ß and 
A satisfy 

G :S a, AC < 1, ß + AG :S b. (7) 

Let h : Rn -t R m be a function which satisfies 

Ilh(x) - h(x*)11 :S Allx - x*1I for alt xE Ba(x*). (8) 

Then the map (h + G) -1 is locally upper-Lipschitz at (v* + h( x*), :r*) 
with constants G and ß for neighborhoods and cj(l - AC) for growth. 

Proof. Choose G, ß and A as in (7) and let h satisfy (8). Put 
y* = v* + h(x*) and let y E Bß(Y*) and x E (h + G)-l(y) n Ba(a::*). 
Then x E G-1(y - h(x)) n Ba(x*) and 

lIy - h(x) - v*1I :S lIy - y*1I + IIh(x) - h(x*)11 :S ß + AG :S b. 

Hence, from the upper-Lipschitz continuity of G-1 at (v*, x*) we obtain 

IIx - x*1I :S cllY - h(x) - v*1I < cllY - y*1I + cllh(x) - h(x*)11 

< cllY - y*1I + cAlix - x*lI· 

Thus, 
IIx - x*1I :S _c_ 11y - y*1I 

1- AC 
and the proof is complete. o 

It is clear from the proof that this lemma still holds if we replace Rn 
with any metric space and R m with a linear space with a shift-invariant 
metric. 
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Recall that S(v) denotes the set of solution to (1) for v. With the 
solution map S we associate the map 

v H L(v) = (f(x*) + \1f(x*)(· - x*) + F(.))-l(v) 

obtained by the linearization of f at the point x*. We have x* E L( v*) 
iff x* E S(v*). From Lemma 2.1 we obtain the following result for the 
solutions of (1) first stated in [4], Theorem 3.2. 

Corollary 2.1 The following are equivalent: 

(i) The map L is locally upper-Lipschitz at (v*, x*) . 

(ii) The map S is locally upper-Lipschitz at (v*, x*). 

We note that the local nonempty-valuedness of a map (Definition 2.2) 
is not invariant under linearization. 

In our analysis of Newton's method we use the following map: 

(v, x) H P(v, x) := (f(x) + \1 f(x)(· - x) + F(-))-l(V). (9) 

If x* is a solution to (1) for v*, then x* E P(v*,x*). Also, L(v) = 
P( v, x*). The following corollary complements Corollary 2.1. 

Corollary 2.2 The following are equivalent: 

(i) The map L is locally upper-Lipschitz at (v*,x*). 

(ii) The map P is locally upper-Lipschitz at ((v*, x*), x*). 

Proof. The implication (ii) => (i) is immediate by noting that L(v) = 
P(v,x*). Let us prove (i) => (ii). Let L be locally upper-Lipschitz at 
(v*, x*) with constants a, band c and let the positive numbers Cl and ß 
satisfy the inequalities (7) with >. = Lß. (Recall that, he re and later, L 
is a Lipschitz constant of \1 f (.) in a (sufficiently large) ball centered at 
x*; in this case this is the ball with radius a.) 

Let (v,x) E Bß((v*,x*)) and let z E P(v,x) n Ba(x*). We apply 
Lemma 2.1 with 

G(z) = f(x*) + \1 f(x*)(z - x*) + F(z) 

and 

h(z) = f(x) + \1 f(x)(z - x) - f(x*) - \1 f(x*)(z - x*). 

For any z' E Bc,(x*) we have 

Ilh(z') - h(x*)11 11(\1f(x) - \1f(x*))(z' - x*)11 
< Lßllz' - x*11 = >':Iz' - x*ll, 
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hence (8) holels. By assumption, G-1 is locally upper-Lipschitz at 
(v*,x*), hence from Lemma 2.1 we obtain that the map (h + G)-l is 
locally upper-Lipschitz at (v* + h(::r;*) , x*). Note that z E (h + G) -1 ('V) n 
Ba(x*). Then, for 'Y = c/(l - AC), we have 

Ilz - x*11 < 'Yllv - v* - j(x) - Vj(x)(x* - x) + j(x*)11 

< 'Yllv - v*11 + - x*ll· 

Thus the map P is locally upper-Lipschitz with constants a anel ß for 
the raelia of the neighborhooels anel growth constants 'Y for v anel 
for x, respectively. 0 

Remark 2.1 Note that the growth constant of P with respect to x can 
be made arbitrarily small, by choosing ß small. 

Consieler the optimization problem (3) anel the corresponeling first
order necessary optimality conelition (4). Let x* be a solution of (4) for 
v = v*. Denote by K the critical cone at (v*, x*), that is, 

K = {x E Tc(x*) I v* - Vg(x*) 1.. x}, 

where Tc(x*) is the tangent cone to C at the point x*. Then the (stan
dard) seconel-oreler sufficient optimality conelition at (v*, x*) has the 
form 

(u, V 2g(x*)u) > 0 for all nonzero u E K. (10) 

Let Argmin( v) be the set of local solutions for v to the optimization 
problem (3). 

Theorem 2.1 The following are equivalent: 

(i) The second-order sufficient optimality condition (10) holds at 
(v*, x*). 

(ii) The Argmin map is locally nonempty-valued and upper-Lipschitz 
continuous at (v*,x*). 

Proof. Let X be the map of the critical points, 

v H X(v) = {x E Rn I V E Vg(x) + Nc(x)}. (11) 

The solution map of the linearization of (4) at x* is defined as 

V H C(v) = {x E Rn I V E Vg(x*) + V 2g(x*)(x - x*) + Nc(x)}. (12) 
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Let (i) hold. For short, denote a = V'g(x*) and A = V'2g(x*). First, let 
us show that x* is an isolated solution of the linear variational inequality 

v* E a + A(x - x*) + Nc(x). (13) 

On the contrary, suppose that there exists a sequence X n -t x* such that 

v* E a + A(xn - x*) + Nc(xn) for all n. 

Then 

By Reduction Lemma in [7], 

OE V'2g(xn)(xn - x*) + o(llxn - x*II) + NK(Xn - x*); 

that is, 

Since 
xn - x* 

bn := IIxn _ x* 11 E K for all n and IIbnil = 1, 

we obtain that a subsequence of bn is convergent to, say, u E K. From 
(14) we get 

(V'2g(xn)bn,bn) + O(IIxn - x*II) = O. 

Passing to the limit with (the subsequence of) n -t 00 in the latter 
equality we come to a contradiction with (i). Thus x* is an isolated 
solution of (13). 

As noted at the beginning of this section, since C is a polyhedral 
map, from a result of Robinson [22] we obtain that the requirement x* 
be an isolated point of C( v*) is equivalent to the local upper-Lipschitz 
continuity of C at (v*,x*). Then the local upper-Lipschitz continuity of 
the critical point map X at (v*, x*) follows from the invariance under 
linearization (Corollary 2.1). 

Consider the problem (3) with the additional constraint IIx - x* 11 ::; 8, 
for 8 > o. By the Berge theorem, the solution map Argminö of the 
new problem is upper semicontinuous at v = v*. Clearly, Argminö is 
nonempty-valued and Argminö(v*) = {x*} für 8 sufficiently small. One 
then sees that for v dose to v* eventually the cünstraint IIx - x* 11 ::; 8 is 
not active so that Argminö(v) = Argmin(v) n Bö(x*). Thus, Argmin is 
locally nonempty-valued at (v*, x*). Since Argmin( v) C X (v), we obtain 
that (ii) holds. 
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Conversely, let Argmin be locally nonempty-valued and upper-Lip
schitz continuous at (v*, x*) with a growth constant I'i. and neighborhoods 
U and V. Without loss of generality, assume v* = O. Take any x E: Rn 
elose x* such that V = (x - x*)j21'i. E V. Let Xv E Argmin(v) n U be an 
associated local minimizer, then Ilxv - x*1I l'i.llvll. Prom the optimality 
we have 

g(x) - (v,x) g(xv) - (v, xv), 

that is 

g(x) - L (x - x*,x - x*) g(xv) - (x - x*,xv - x*). 

Since g(xv) g(x*) (remember that v* = 0), we continue the chain of 
inequalities obtaining 

Thus 

g(x) - (x - x*,x - x*) > g(x*) - IIx - x*lIllxv - x*1I 

1 
> g(x*) - 21'i. IIx - x*IIl'i.llvll 

1 
= g(x*)- 4l'i.llx-x*1I2. 

1 
g(x) g(x*) + 41'i. IIx - x*1I2 

for every x elose to x*. We obtain the so-called growth condition of 
order two which, as well known, see e.g. [25], p. 606, is equivalent to 
the second-order sufficient condition (10). 0 

The above result elarifies the meaning of the second-order sufficient 
eondition: it gives not only optimality at the referenee point but also 
a eertain eontinuity property of the minimizers with respect to certain 
perturbations and this property is exaetly eaptured by the loeal upper
Lipsehitz eontinuity. 

The approach presented in this seetion can be applied to other rnap
pings in variational analysis. As an example eonsider the map 

(u, v) H MJ.t(u, v) = (1(.) + J.t(. - u) + F(·))-l(v), (15) 

where J.t is a positive sealar. In the eontext of our illustrative problem 
(3), the map MJ.t is the stationary point map of the prox-regularization 
(Moreau-Yosida regularization) of (3): 

min [g(X) - (11, x) + - uIl2 ]. 
xEC 2 
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A straightforward application of Lemma 2.1 gives us 

Corollary 2.3 Let the map S be locally upper-Lipschitz at (v*, x*) with 
a growth constant c. Then for every positive f1 < 1 I c the map MJl is 
locally upper-Lipschitz at (( v*, x*), x*) with growth constants cl (1 - Cf1) 
for v and cf1l(l - Cf1) for x. 

At the end of the following section we apply this result to show con
ver gen ce of the proximal-point method. 

3. LOCAL UPPER-LIPSCHITZ CONTINUITY 
OF THE NEWTON MAP 

Consider the following perturbed version of the Newton method (5) 
in which V' f(x n ) is replaced by a sequenee of matriees H n and the pa
rameter v may vary from step to step: 

Our first result relates the loeal upper-Lipsehitz property of the map 
L (or, equivalently, S) to convergence of Newton sequenees. 

Theorem 3.1 Let L be locally upper-Lipschitz at (v*, x*) with constants 
a and b for neighborhoods and c for growth. Let the positive constants a 
and I), satisfy 

a :S a, CI), < 1, (17) 

let {vn } be a sequence of vectors with V n E B",(v*),n = 1,2"", and 
let H n be a sequence of matrices with H n E B",(V' f(x*)), n = 0,1,'" . 
Then for every initial point Xo E B(]' (x*), every sequence {xn } obtained 
from (16) and whose elements are all in B(]'(x*) for n = 1,2,'" satisfies 

Ilxn+l - x*11 :S _c_ (1lxn - x*11 2 + II(Hn - V'f(x*))(xn - x*)11 
1 - CI), 

+ Ilvn - v*ll). 
(1B) 

Proof. Choose I), and a such that the inequalities (17) hold and let 
{xn } be a sequenee satisfying the eonditions of the theorem. Fix n 2: 1. 
We apply Lemma 2.1 with G = L -1, h(x) = f(xn)+Hn(x-x n )- f(x*)
V' f(x*)(x - x*), a = a, ß = 1),(1 + a) + = 1),. The so defined 
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Ci, ß and A satisfy (7) and h satisfies (8). From Lemma 2.1, the map 
(h + G)-l is locally upper-Lipschitz at (v* + h(x*), x*) with constants Ci 

and ß for the neighborhoods and a growth constant c(l - cA). We have 

and 

X n+1 E (h + G)-l(vn) n Ba(x*) 

IIvn - v* - h(x*)11 ::; IIvn - v*11 + Ilf(xn) + Hn(x* - xn) - f(x*)11 
1 ::; Ilvn - v*11 + II(Hn - \1f(x*))(xn - x*)11 + "2Lllxn - x*11 2 

1 
::; '" + ",er + "2 Ler2 = ß· 

Hence, from the upper-Lipschitz continuity of (h+G)-l, we obtain (18). 
o 

Corollary 3.1 Let the assumptions of Theorem 3.1 hold, let Vn := v* 
for alt n, and let cr and '" be the associated constants. Choose er and '" 
sm aller if necessary so that 

Then every Newton sequence {xn} obtained from (16) with Xo ERn has 
alt elements outside the ball Ba(x*) or: 

(a) X n is linearly con vergent to x*,. 

(b) if Hn -t \1 f(x*) as n -t 00, then the sequence Xn is superlinearly 
convergent to x* ,. 

(c) if H n = \1 f (xn), then X n is quadraticalty con ver gent to x* . 

Proof. Observe that, on our assumptions, if {xn } is a Newton se
quence and for some i 0 we have Xi E Ba(x*), then xn E Ba(x*) for 
all n i. Then apply (18). 0 

In the remaining part of this section we consider the unperturbed 
Newton method (5) with a parameter v. Recall that N(x, v) is the set 
of all Newton sequences satisfying (5) for v which start from the point 
x. The following theorem shows the elose relation of the map N with 
the map P defined in (9), and hence with the maps Sand L according 
to Corollaries 2.1 and 2.2. 
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Theorem 3.2 The following are equivalent: 

(i) The map P is locally upper-Lipschitz and nonempty-valued at 
((v*, x*), x*); 

(ii) The map N is locally upper-Lipschitz and nonempty-valued at 
((x*, v*), C). 

Proof. (i) ::::} (ii). If P is loeally nonempty-valued, then for eaeh (v, x) 
dose to (v*, x*) there exists a Newton step, henee N is loeally nonempty
valued as weIl. Let P be loeally upper-Lipsehitz with eonstants a and 
b for the neighborhoods and c and /1 for the growth of v and x, respee
tively. Aeeording to Remark 2.1, the constant /1 ean be made arbitrary 
small by ehoosing smaller b. Thus, without loss of generality, suppose 
that /1 < 1. Let = {Xl,X2,"·'Xn, .. ·} E N(x,v) nBa(C) for some 
(x,v) E Bb(x*,v*). Then Xl E P(v,x) n Ba(x*) and from the loeal 
upper-Lipsehitz eontinuity of P we have 

IlxI - x*11 cllv - v*11 + /1llx - x*ll· 

Proeeeding by induetion, from Xn+l E P(v, xn) n Ba(x*) and from the 
loeal upper-Lipsehitz eontinuity of P, we obtain 

Then, 

sup Ilxn+l - x*11 _c_ 11v - v*11 + /1l1x - x*ll· 
1-/1 

We obtain that the map N is loeally upper-Lipsehitz at ((x*, v*), C) 
with eonstants a, b for the neighborhoods, and growth eonstants /1 for x 
and cj(l - /1) far v. 

(ii) ::::} (i). Let N be loeally upper-Lipsehitz and loeally nonempty
valued at ((x*,v*),C) with eonstants a,b and c. Let (x,v) E Bb(X*,V*) 
and z E P(v,x) n Ba(x*). Then z is the first element of a Newton 
sequenee starting at x for v. Prom the nonemptiness assumption for N, 
there exists a Newton sequenee [ = {Xl,"', Xn,"'} E N(z, v) n Ba(C). 
Observe that the sequenee rJ = {z, Xl, X2," . , Xn ," .} is an element of 
N(x,v)nBa(C). Prom the loeal upper-Lipsehitz eontinuity ofN (in the 
supremum norm), the first eomponent of rJ satisfies 

Ilz - x*11 c(llx - x*11 + Ilv - v*II)· 

This means exaetly that P is loeally upper-Lipsehitz at ((v*,x*),x*). 
The loeal nonemptiness of N(x, v) n Ba(C) implies that P is loeally 
nonempty-valued. 0 
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Remark 3.1 Observe that, ]rom the above proo], the local upper··Lip
schitz continuity 0] P implies the loeal upper-Lipschitz continuity 0] N 
without the requirement P be locally nonempty-valued. 

Theorem 3.3 I] the map S is locally upper-Lipschitz at (v*,x*), then 
N is locally upper-Lipschitz at ((x*,v*),C). Conversely, i] the map N 
is locally upper-Lipschitz and nonempty-valued at ((x*, v*), C)' then S 
is locally upper-Lipschitz at (v*, :r;*). 

Proof. If S is locally upper-Lipschitz, then, from Corollaries 2.1 and 
2.2, the map P is locally upper-Lipschitz at ((v*, x*), x*); then Theo
rem 3.2 (with Remark 3.1) completes the proof. Conversely, if N is 10-
cally upper-Lipschitz and nonempty-valued at ((x*, v*), C), then, from 
Theorem 3.2, P is locally upper-Lipschitz at (( v* , x*), x*), hence, from 
Corollaries 2.1 and 2.2, S is locally upper-Lipschitz at (v*,x*). 0 

As an illustration, consider the optimization problem (3). The Newton 
(SQP) iterate Xn+l from X n defined in (6) is a stationary point of the 
following quadratic program: 

Under the second-order sufficient optimality condition, by using the 
nonemptiness argument in the proof of Theorem 2.1, we conelude that 
the intersection of the solution set of this problem for (v,xn ) with any 
ball around x* is nonempty provided that (v, x n ) is sufficiently elose to 
(v*, x*). Thus, the corresponding map P is nonempty-valued locally 
around ((v*,x*),x*). The converse follows from Theorems 2.2 and 3.2. 
Thus we obtain 

Corollary 3.2 The ]ollowing ar'e equivalent: 

(i) The second-order sufficient optimality condition (10) holds at 
(v*, x*). 

(ii) The Newton map N defined as in (19) is locally upper-Lipschitz 
and nonempty-valued at ((.r*,v*),C) and x* is a local solution 0] 
(3) for v = v*. 

Further, from Theorems 2.2, 3.1 and from Corollary 3.2 we obtain 
that under the se co nd-order sufficient optimality condition, every New
ton (SQP) sequence X n within a sufficiently small neighborhood of the 
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solution x* is quadratically convergent to x*; moreover, the map of SQP 
sequences has the local upper-Lipschitz property. Note that we do not 
impose any conditions on regularity of the constraints. Also note that, 
because of the polyhedrality and Robinson's theorem [22], the map from 
v to the set of all sequences of Lagrange multipliers Yn associated with 
a Newton (SQP) sequence X n satisfying (6) has the (standard) upper
Lipschitz property. 

For problems with non linear smooth constraints, the SQP method is 
obtained when the Newton method is applied to the variational inequal
ity of the first-order optimality conditions (the Karush-K uhn-Tucker sys
tem). To be specific, consider the problem 

ming(z) subject to !.pj(z)::; 0, j = 1,2,···, m, Z ERn, (20) 

with three times continuously differentiable 9 and !.p = (!.pI,···, !.pm) 
and with a solution z* at which the Mangasarian-Fromovitz condition 
holds (to guarantee the existence of Lagrange multipliers, say y*). The 
Karush-Kuhn-Tucker optimality system has the form 

\1g(z) + \1!.p(z)T Y = 0 

!.p(z) E NR+ (y). 

The SQP method is then the Newton method (5) with x = (z, y), 

f(x) = ( + \1 !.pT Y ) d F() (0 ) 
r an x = NR+ (y) . 

Note that Corollary 3.1 now claims quadratic convergence of Newton 
sequences for both the primal variables z and the Lagrange multipliers 
y. From [8], Theorem 2.6, we obtain that this convergence is guaranteed 
when the combination of the strict Mangasarian-Fromovitz condition 
and the standard second-order sufficient optimality condition holds. 

As another application of our approach, consider the well-known prox
imal point method 

(21 ) 

where I-L is a positive constant. Now the role of the map P is played by 
the map MJ.! defined in (15). Applying Corollary 2.3 we obtain that if the 
map S is locally upper-Lipschitz with a growth constant c, then every 
sequence generated by (21) for v* and within a sufficiently small ball 
around x* is linearly convergent to x*. Further, let T J.! be the map from 
the pair (x, v) to the set of all sequences obtained by (21) for v and I-L and 
starting from x. The constant sequence C = {x*, x* , ... } E T J.! (x* , v*). 
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By noting that the growth constant of the map MJ.! defined in (15) can 
be < 1 for J.t sufficiently small and repeating the argument in Theorem 
3.2, we obtain: 

Theorem 3.4 If the mapping S is locally upper-Lipschitz at (v*,x*), 
then for a sufficiently sm all positive J.t the map T J.! is locally upper
Lipschitz at ((x*,v*),C). 

There is a broad field of applications of our approach to other mod
els in optimizationj in particular, to the extended nonlinear program
ming problem introduced by Rockafellar [24] which covers the conven
tional nonlinear programming models as well as penalty-function and 
augmented-Lagrangian type models. 

4. AUBIN CONTINUITY 
The concept of Aubin continuity can be traced back to the original 

proofs of the Lyusternik and Graves theorems, see [10, 25] for discussions. 
In mathematical programming it has appeared as "metric regularity" j in 
a topological framework, it was called "openness with linear rate". J.-P. 
Aubin was the first to define this concept as a continuity property of 
set-valued maps, calling it "pseudo-Lipschitz continuity" [1]. Following 
[7] we use the name "Aubin continuity" . 

Definition 4.1 Let r map Rn to the subsets of Rm and let (y*, x*) E 
graph r. We say that r is A ubin continuous at (y*, x*) with constants 
a, b for neighborhoods and c for growth if for every y', y" E Bb(y*) and 
every x' E r(y') n Ba(x*), there exists x" E r(y") such that 

Ilx' - x"ll cllY' - y"ll· 
Directly from the definition one can extract the following properties 

of Aubin continuous maps. If a map r is Aubin continuous at (y*, x*) 
with constants a, band c, then for every 0 < a' a and 0 < b' b the 
map r is Aubin continuous at (y*, x*) with constants a', b' and c. If, 
in addition, b' a'/c, then r(y) n Ba' (x*) '" 0 for all y E Bb,(y*). If 
r is Aubin continuous at (y*, x*) with constants a, band c, there exist 
constants a', b' and 0 such that for every (y,x) E graphrnB6((Y*,X*)) 
the map r is A ubin continuous at (y, x) with constants a', b' and c. 
Finally, for a set-valued map G, if G- 1 be Aubin continuous at (y*, x*) 
with constants a, b, and c, then for every E < b the map 

y H {x E Rn I y E G(x) + Bc;(O)} 

is A ubin continuous at (y*, x*) with constants a, b-E, and c. An infinites
imal characterization of the Aubin property is given by Mordukhovich's 
coderivative criterion, see [25], Chapter 9. 
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We study the Aubin continuity by following the pattern established 
in the previous two sections. Our first and basic observation is that, 
similar to the upper-Lipschitz property, the Aubin continuity is invariant 
under linearization. This fact is contained in the classical Lyusternik and 
Graves theorems and their numerous generalizations, see, e.g., [2, 5, 14]. 
(It is perhaps less known that both Lyusternik and Graves used in their 
proof aversion of the Newton method, the so-called modified Newton 
method, where, in terms of our notation in (5), V f(x n ) is replaced by 
V f(x*). In some of the Russian literature on the subject, see e.g. [3], the 
modified Newton method is called "Lyusternik process".) This result is 
presented below in a form very instrumental for applications. 

Lemma 4.1 Let G maps Rn to the subsets ofRm and let G-l be Aubin 
continuous at (v* , x*) with constants a and b for neighborhoods and c for 
growth. Let the nonnegative constants a, ß and A satisfy 

a a, AC< 1, a + 1 a, ß + A( a + 1 b. (22) 

Then for every function h : Rn --+ Rm which is Lipschitz continuous 
on Ba(x*) with a Lipschitz constant A, the map (h + G)-l is Aubin 
continuous at (v* + h(x*), x*) with constants a and ß for neighborhoods 
and cj(1 - AC) for growth. 

Proof. Let y', y" E Bß(Y*), where y* = v* + h(x*) and let x' E 
(h+G)-l(y')nBa(x*). Thenx' E G-1(y'-h(x'))nBa(x*) andforboth 
y = y' and y = y" we have 

IIY - h(x') - v*)11 IIY - y*11 + IIh(x') - h(x*)11 ß + Aa b. 

From the Aubin continuity of G-l we obtain that there exists X2 E 
G-1(y" - h(x')) such that 

IIx2 - x'lI cllY' - y"ll· 
Set Xl = x'. By induction, suppose that there exists a sequence {Xk} 
such that for all k = 2, 3, ... , n, 

Ilxk - Xk-lll (AC)k- 2 1I x2 - xIII 
and 

(23) 

Using (22), we have 

k 

Ilxk - x*1I < Ilxl - x*11 + L Ilxj - xj-r11 
j=2 
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and 

00 

< IlxI - x*11 + L Ilxj - xj-IiI 
j=2 

C 

< a + 1 _ A)ly' - y"ll 
2ßc 

< a+-- < a 
1 - AC 

Then there exists Xn+l E C-I(y" - h(xn)) such that 

IIXn+1 - xnll < cllh(xn) - h(xn-dll 
< cA(cAt-2 I1 x 2 - xIiI 

(cA)n-1 Il x2 - xIII. 

(24) 

The induction step is complete. Since CA < 1 the sequence {Xk} is 
a Cauchy sequence, hence convergent to, say, x" which is in Ba{x*) 
because of (24). Passing to the limit in (23) we obtain that x" E 
C-I(y" - h(x")) = (h + C)-l(y") and we are done. 0 

Without changing it, Lemma 4.1 can be stated in abstract spaces, i.e. 
by replacing Rn with a complete metric space and R m by a linear metric 
space with a shift-invariant metric. 

An application to the maps Sand L defined in Section 2 gives us the 
following analog to Corollary 2.1: 

Corollary 4.1 The following are equivalent: 

(i) The map L is Aubin continuous at (v*,x*). 

(ii) The map S is Aubin continuous at (v*,x*). 

The next corollary is a generalization of the previous one; it shows that 
the Aubin property is persistent when passing from S to the map defined 
by the linearization at a point dose to the reference point (v*, x*). 

Corollary 4.2 The following are equivalent: 

(i) The map S is A ubin continuous at (v*, x*). 

(ii) there exist constants 8, a, band c such that for every (v', x') E 
Bt5((v*, x*)) n graph S the map (J(x' ) + \7 f(x' )(· - x') + F(.))-t is 
Aubin continuous at (v', x') with constants a, band c. 
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Proof. Let (i) holds. From the properties of Aubin continuous maps 
given after Definition 4.1, there exists a 8 > 0 such that the map S is 
Aubin continuous at any (v', x') E Ba((v*,x*)) ngraphS with constants 
independent of the choice of (v', x'). We now apply Lemma 4.1 with 
G = f + Fand h(x) = - f(x) + f(x') + \7 f(x')(x - x') at a reference 
point (v',x'). Let X',X1,X2 E Ba(x*). Then 

Ilh(xd - h(X2)11 = 11- f(xd + f(x2) - \7f(x')(x1 - x2)11 

:S 1111 \7 f(x1 + t(X2 - xd) - \7 f(x')lldtllx1 - x211 :S 2Lallx1 - x211· 

Hence, by taking smaller a is necessary, the Lipschitz constant A = 
2La of h can be obtained small enough such that AC< 1, where c is the 
growth constant of S. Thus, the map (h + G)-l = (J(x') + \7 f(x'K -
x') + F(.))-l is Aubin continuous as claimed in (ii). 

If (ii) is satisfied, then of course for (v', x') = (v*, x*) we obtain that 
the map L is Aubin continuous at (v*,x*), therefore S is Aubin contin
uous at (v*, x*), from Corollary 4.1. 0 

The following is an analog of Corollary 2.2. 

Corollary 4.3 The following are equivalent: 

(i) The map L is A ubin continuous at (v*, x*). 

(ii) The map P is A ubin continuous at (( v*, x*), x*). 

Proof. Let (i) hold and let a, band c be the constants of Aubin 
continuity of L. Choose 0: and ß such that the inequalities (22) hold 
with A = ! Lß. Take 0: and ß smaller if necessary such that 

L(ß/4 + 20:) :S 1. (25) 

Let (v',x') and (v", x") are in Bß/ 2((v*,x*)) and z' E P(x',v')nBa,(x*). 
We apply Lemma 4.1 with 

G(z) = f(x*) + \7 f(x*)(z - x*) + F(z) 

and 

h(z) = f(x") + \7f(x")(z - x") - f(x*) - \7f(x*)(z - x*). 
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that is, h is Lipschitz continuous with a Lipschitz constant A. Hence, 
from Lemma 4.1 the map (h + G)-l is Aubin continuous at (v* + 
h(x*), x*) with constants a, ß and'Y = c/(1 - AC). Note that 

z' E (h + G)-l (v' + f(x") + V' f(x")(z'-X") - f(x') - V' f(x')(z'-:;c')) 

n Bo,(x*) 

and 

Ilv' + f(x") + V' f(x")(z' - x") - f(x') - V' f(x')(z' - x') 
-v* - f(x") - V'f(x")(x* - x") + f(x*)11 

< IIv-v*II 
+IIf(x*) - f(x') - V'f(x')(x* - x') + (V'f(x') - V'f(x"))(x* - 2:')11 

< + + Lßa :S ß, 

because of (25). Hence, there exists Zll E (h + G) -1 (v") such that 

IIz" - z'II 

< 'Yllv" - v' - f(x") - V'f(x")(z' - x") + f(x') + V'f(x')(z' - x') 11 

< 'Yllv" - v'II + 'Yllf(x") - f(x') - V' f(x') (x" - x') 11 

+'YII(V'f(x') - V'f(x")) (x" - z')11 

< 'Yllv" - v'II + L'Y(3ß/2 + a)IIx' - xliII. 

Thus P is Aubin continuous. The converse implication is immediate by 
noting that L(v) = P(v,x*). D 

Remark 4.1 By choosing sujJiciently sm all constants a and ß for the 
neighborhoods, the growth constant of P with respect to x can be made 
arbitrary small. 

In the remaining part of this section we study the Newton method 
for Aubin continuous maps. For simplicity, we consider the unperturbed 
Newton method (5); the analysis can be carried over without major 
changes to the perturbed form (16). The following theorem shows that 
the Aubin property implies the existence of Newton sequences for aU v 
dose to v* that are quadratically convergent to a solution x(v) of (1): 

Theorem 4.1 Suppose that the map S is A ubin continuous at (v*, :r*). 
Then there exist constants /1" a and e such that for every v E BK, (v*) 
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and every x E S(v) n B(1(x*) the following holds: for every initial point 
Xo E B(1(x*) there exists a Newton sequence {xn} such that for n = 
0,1,2,··· , 

(26) 

Proof. Let 8, a, band c are the constants the existence of which is 
claimed in Corollary 4.2; that is, for any (v,x) E Bö((v*,x*)) ngraphS 
the map (f(x) + V f(x)(· -x) +F(·))-l is Aubin continuous at (v, x) with 
constants a, band c independent of the choice of (v, x). We repeatedly 
apply Lemma 4.1 with 

G(x) = j(x) + V j(x)(x - x) + F(x) 

and 

h(x) = f(xn) + V f(xn)(x - xn) - f(x) - V f(x)(x - x). 

Choose a = 8 and K, = 8 and let v E B",(x*) and x E S(v) n B(1(x*). 
We will adjust the constant a after the first step of Newton's method. 
Let Xo E B(1(x*) and put n = o. Then h(x) = f(xo) + V f(xo)(x - xo) -
f(x) - V j(x)(x - x) and 

IIh(xd - h(x2)11 IIV f(xo) - V f(x)lIlIxl - x211 2Lalixi - x211 

for every XI,X2 E Rn. Note that 

(x, v + f(xo) + V j(xo)(x - xo) :..- j(x)) E graph (h + G) 

and 
Ilf(xo) + Vf(xo)(x - xo) - f(x)11 2La2. (27) 

We apply Lemma 4.1 with the so chosen h (for n = 0) and G and with 

>. = 2La, a = a and ß = 2La2. 

It is a matter of simple calculation to adjust the constant a such that the 
inequalities (22) hold; for example, we choose a so small that 2Lac < 1, 
etc. Then, from Lemma 4.1, the map (h + G)-l is Aubin continuous 
at (v + j(xo) + V f(xo)(x - xo) - j(x), x) with constants a, ß and , = 
c/(1 - >'). Hence, from (27) there exists 

Xl E (h + G)-l(v), 

that is, a Newton step from Xo such that 

Ilxl - xii ,li - j(xo) - Vf(xo)(x - xo) + f(x)11 2,La2. (28) 
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At this point we take a smaller if necessary such that 

Then, from (28), Xl E Ba(x). 

2cLa 1 ---< . 
1- 2La -

From now on the constants a is fixed. To obtain a Newton iterate 
X2 we apply Lemma 4.1 with the same G and with h(x) = f(x]) + 
\1f(xt)(x - xt) - f(x) - \1f(x)(a.; - x). Here Xl will play the role of Xo 
in the same way as in the first step obtaining that the map (h + Gt- l is 
Aubin continuous at (ii+ f(xt)+ \1 f(XI)(X-XI) - f(x), x) with constants 
Q, ß and,: the same constants as at the first step. Then there exists 
X2 E (h + G)-l(ii), that is, X2 is a Newton step from Xl for ii, such that 

IIX2 - xii ,11- f(xt) - \1f(XI)(X - xt) + f(x) 11 - x1l 2 • 

The Newton iterates x3 , x\ ... are obtained in the same way. Taking 
e = ,L/2 the proof is complete. 0 

Recall that N(x, v) is the set of all Newton sequences, that is, se
quences that satisfy (5) starting from the point X and associated with 
the value v of the parameter_ The constant sequence C is an element of 
N(x*,v*). 

Theorem 4.2 Suppose that the map S is Aubin continuous at (v*,;z;*). 
Then the map N is A ubin continuous at (( x* , v*), C). 

Proof. From Corollaries 4.1 and 4.3, the map P is Aubin continuous 
at ((v*,x*),x*)j let a, b be the associated constants for neighborhoods, 
c the growth constant with respect to v and J-L the growth constant with 
respect to x. By taking a and b smaller if necessary, we can have J-L < 1. 
Let VI,V" E Bb(V*) and XI,XI E Bb(X*), and let e E N(XI,VI) n Ba(C), 
e = .. . . }. Note that E P(VI,XI) n Ba(x*). Then there 
exists E P (v", x") such that 

- cliv" - vIII + J-Lllx" - xIII. 

Further , E P , Xl) n Ba (x*), hence there exists E P (v", xn such 
that 

- cliv" - vIII + - c(l + J-L)llv" - vIII + J-L21Ix" - xIII. 

By induction, we obtain that there exists a sequence eil E N(x", 'u") , 
eil = {XIII X/21 ... X" ... } such that 
":. '" n' . 

- c(l + J-L + J-L2 + ... + J-Ln-I)llv" - vIII + J-Lnllx" - xIII. 
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Taking the supremum norm we obtain that N is Aubin continuous with 
constants a and b for the neighborhoods and growth constants J-L for x 
and c/(1 - J-L) for v. 0 

In the above theorem N(x,v) is the set of all Newton sequences start
ing from x for v. From Theorem 4.1 we know that at least one of these 
sequences will be convergent provided that x is sufficiently dose to x* 
and v is sufficiently dose to v*. Denote by N(x, v) the subset of N(x, v) 
containing all convergent Newton sequences starting from the point x 
and associated with v. The following theorem is a kind of converse to 
Theorem 4.2. 

Theorem 4.3 /1 the map N is A ubin continuous at (( x* , v*), C), then 
the map S is A ubin continuous at (v*, x*). 

Proof. Let N be Aubin continuous with constants a, band c. Let 
v', v" E Bb(V*) and let x' be an element of S(v') n Ba(x*). The constant 

= {x',x', .. ·,x',"·} is an element of N(x',v') n Ba(C). 
From the A ubin property of N there exists = ... , ... } E 
N(x', v"), such that for every n 2: 1 

- ellv" - v'll· (29) 

E N(x',v"), is convergent, say to x". Clearly, every conver
gent Newton sequence for v" is convergent to a solution of (1) for v". 
Then x" is an element of S(v"). Passing to the limit in (29) we obtain 
that 

Ilx" - x'll ellv" - v'll· 

Thus S is Aubin continuous. o 

Let us apply the above result to our illustrative optimization problem 
(3). The basic condition here will be the Aubin continuity of the map 
X defined in (11) (or, equivalently, of the map .c defined in (12)). If we 
assume the Aubin property for .c, however, we end up having .c locally 
singe-valued because of the following result obtained in [7]: Let A be an 
n x n real matrix and let C be a convex polyhedral set. Then the map 
(A + Nc)-l is Aubin continuous at (v*,x*) if and only if it is locally 
single-valued and Lipschitz continuous around (v*, x*). 

Using the terminology of [25], we call the property just described 
Lipschitzian localization; we consider it in the following section. 
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5. LIPSCHITZIAN LOCALIZATION 
The Lipschitzian localization property simply says that when restricted 

to a neighborhood of a point in its graph, a possibly set-valued map be
comes a Lipschitz continuous (single-valued) function. 

Definition 5.1 Let r maps Rn to the subsets of R m and let (y*, x*) E 
graph r. We say that r has a Lipschitzian localization at (y*, x*) with 
constants a, band c if the map y f-7 r(y) n Ba(x*) is single-valued (a 
function) and Lipschitz continuous in Bb(y*) with a Lipschitz con8tant 
c. 

If a map r has a Lipschitzian localization at (y*, x*), then it is Aubin 
continuous at (y*, x*) with the same constants. Conversely, if r is Aubin 
continuous at (y*, x*) with constants a, band c and, in addition, for some 
positive constants a and ß, r(y) n Ba(x*) consists of at most one point 
for every y E Bß(Y*), then r has a Lipschitzian localization at (y*,x*) 
with constants a', b' ,c' provided that 

O<a'<min{a,a} and O<b':Smin{b,ß,a'jc',(a-a')jc'}. 

The following lemma is an inverse function theorem which can be 
proved in various ways. Its statement is parallel to Lemmas 2.1 and 4.l. 

Lemma 5.1 Let G maps Rn to the subsets of Rm and let G-1 has a 
Lipschitzian localization at (v*, x*) with constants a and b for neigh
borhoods and c for growth. Let the nonnegative constants a, ß and A 
satisfy 

a:S a, AC< 1, c(ß + Aa) :S a, ß + Aa :S b. (3D) 

Then for every function h : Rn -t R m which is Lipschitz continuous on 
Ba(x*) with a Lipschitz constant A, the map (h+G)-l has a Lipschitzian 
localization at (v* + h(x*), x*) with constants a and ß for neighborhoods 
and cj(1 - AC) for growth. 

Sketch of Proof. Let a, ß, A satisfy (30) and let h be Lipsehitz 
continuous on Ba(x*) with a Lipschitz constant A. Let v E Bß(v*) 
and let y = v + h(x*), y* = v* + h(x*). Then IIY - h(x) - y*11 :S 
Ilv - v* 11 + Ilh(x) - h(x*) 11 :S ß + Aa :S b. It is easy to see that, for each 
v E Bß(v*), the map 

x f-7 <I>(x) := G-1(y - h(x)) n Ba(x*) 

is a function from Ba(x*) to Ba(x*) and is a contraction, hence it has 
a unique fixed point, say, x(y), in Ba(x*). Since x(y) E (G + h)-l(y) n 
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BcAx*), the map (G+h)-lnBa(x*) is a function defined (with nonempty 
values) on Bß(Y*). Moreover, for any y', y" E Bß(Y*) we have 

IIx(y') - x (y") 11 
IIG-1(y' - h(x(y'))) n Ba(x*) - G-1(y" - h(x(y"))) n Ba(x*)11 

< c(lIy' - y"ll + Allx(y') - x(y")II), 

hence c 
IIx(y') - x(y") 11 --lly' - y"l1· 

1- AC 
Thus y I-t x(y) is Lipschitz continuous with a Lipschitz constants c/(1-
AC). 0 

Applying Lemma 5.1 to the maps S, Land P defined in Section 2 we 
obtain: 

Corollary 5.1 The following are equivalent: 

(i) The map L has a Lipschitzian localization at (v*,x*). 

(ii) The map S has a Lipschitzian localization at (v*, x*) 

(iii) The map P has a Lipschitzian localization at (( v* , x*), x*). 

In optimization, the existence of Lipschitzian localization of the lin
earization map L is often called "strong regularity", a concept intro
duced by Robinson; actually, the implication (i) :::} (ii) is essentially the 
contents of Robinson's implicit function theorem in [21]. A characteri
zation of the Lipschitzian localization property of a locally continuous 
set-valued map in finite dimensions is provided by the so-called strict 
graphical derivative, see [25], Theorem 9.54. A far reaching recent study 
of optimization problems with solution maps having this property is 
given in [18]. 

For our illustrative problem (3) the Lipschitzian localization property 
of the solution map is equivalent to the so-called strang second-order 
sufficient optimality condition which has the form: 

(u, \72g(x*)u) > 0 for all nonzero u E K - K, (31) 

w here K the critical cone at (v*, x*) defined in Seetion 2. Specifically, 
we have the following result which can be extracted from [7] or from 
more recent papers [13, 17, 18]: 

Theorem 5.1 The following are equivalent for the problem (3): 
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(i) The strang second-order sufficient optimality condition (31) holds 
at (v*,x*). 

(ii) The Argmin map has a Lipschitzian localization at (v*,x*). 

By combining Theorem 5.1 with the last property of Aubin continuous 
maps given after Definition 4.1 and the result in [7J given at the end of 
Section 4, we obtain that the strong second-order sufficient optimality 
condition is equivalent to the property that for every sufficiently small 
c > ° the c-stationary map 

V H X (v) = {x E Rn I dist (v - \1g(x), Nc(x)) c} 

is Aubin continuous at (v*,x*). 
Let us consider the Newton method (5) applied to the general model 

(1). The analog of Corollary 3.1 and Theorem 4.1 has the following 
form: 

Theorem 5.2 Suppose that the map S has a Lipschitzian localization 
at (v*, x*). Then there exist constants /'i" er and 8 such that for e:lJery 
V E BI'>(v*) and every initial point Xo E Bu(x*) there exists a unique 
Newton sequence {xn } and this sequence is quadratically convergent to 
x := S(v) n Bu(x*) with a constant 8, that is, 

Ilxn+l - xii 811xn - x11 2 , n = 0,1,2"" . 

Proof. The proof is completely analogous to the proofs of Theorem 
4.1 with Lemma 5.1 replacing Lemma 4.1. 0 

The next result is the analog of Theorems 3.3, 4.3 and 4.4. 

Theorem 5.3 The following are equivalent: 

(i) The map S has a Lipschitzian localization at (v*, x*). 

(ii) The Newton map N has a Dipschitzian localization at ((x*, v*), C). 

Applied to the illustrative optimization problem (3) and the SQP 
method (6), we obtain that the strong second-order sufficient optimality 
condition (31) at (v*, x*) is equivalent to the following: for every v near 
v* and x near x* there exists a unique sequence of primal variables X n 
starting from x and which is quadratically convergent to the un:ique 
solution x(v) of (3) for v, for some sequence of Lagrange multipliers Yn' 
Moreover the map from (x, v) to the set of all sequences X n staring from 
x for v has a Lipschitzian localization at (( x* , v*), C). 
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For the nonlinear program (20), the Newton (SQP) step is performed 
for the pair (x, y) with x being the primal variable and y the Lagrange 
multiplier. Theorem 5.4 extends the characterization of the Lipschitzian 
localization property of the Karush-K uhn-Thcker map to the SQP map. 
Specifically, if we assume that the reference solution is isolated, then 
the Lipschitzian localization property of the SQP method is equivalent 
to the combination of the linear independence condition for the active 
constraints and the strong second-order sufficient optimality condition 
at the reference point. 
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